We have made this year’s Acad-Pad available as a download due to the Coronavirus pandemic which halted
our production, and because we could not be sure of delivery in time to sell printed copies on. The alternative
was to completely miss this year’s edition and we would not contemplate that. It has been a very steep
learning curve and involved some technical wizardry to make it happen!
So, thank you for choosing to download a PDF copy of the 2020/21 Acad-Pad diary. Useful information follows
to help you with your purchase/printing it out at home or via a local print shop.
However, if you feel downloading and self-printing is all too much hassle, you may opt for the ‘HELP! Get me to
August 2021 Alternative Solution’ or call us on 0345 053 1166 for a FREE equivalent 2020 calendar year Dodo
Pad (while stocks last) when you purchase a 2021 diary/calendar. We will send both to you as soon as the 2021
Dodo Pad stock arrives in July or, if you want the current year’s edition now, we will ask for just £3.95 for the
extra delivery.

Sizes and shapes
There are four downloads covering the following sizes/shapes – you can check your existing Acad-Pad diary by
looking at the product code (near the barcode) on the back cover – the first 3 or 4 LETTERS will be consistent:
ADP2021DD (2020/21 Acad-Pad desk size) & APM2021DD (2020/21 Mini Acad-Pad) – these are slightly
squarer in shape
AFXA2021DD (2020/21 Acad-Pad A5 size) & AFXL2021DD (2020/21 Acad-Pad A4 size) – true metric A5 and A4
sizes.
AFXL2021DD is the largest size and will best fit standard A4 paper without the need for scissors or a guillotine
to cut the pages to size.

Placing your order
Please note that our artwork is subject to copyright and you are purchasing an implied license to download and
print this out one time only. We ask you to respect this. Thank you.
The cost of each download is £10.00. This is approximately half the cost of the printed diary inclusive of
shipping. If you order a binder, or any other physical items at the same time, you will be charged £3.95 and we
will ship them in the normal way.
You may pay via PayPal or regular credit card. The process using PayPal is straightforward and you will receive
an email straightaway with a link providing the download. We recommend using PayPal if possible.
However, if you choose to pay via Secure Trading (our credit card processer) if you order just the download
(and nothing else) you may get the following message after you place your order:

Please do NOT panic!!! You do NOT need to contact us…
Your order and payment will have gone through and as soon as we see the order notification (which will be
within a maximum of one business day – often much sooner) we will manually ‘update’ the order and you will
be sent an automatic email containing the download link – which looks like this:

Click on the link and your download will happen. We have tested this and we promise you it works!

Printing your 2020/21 Acad-Pad
Paper to use
You will need 66 sheets of 100gsm copy paper (or 132 sheets if your printer cannot accommodate doublesided printing). We do not recommend thinner or thicker paper as thinner will have potential ink ‘showthrough and thicker may not all fit easily into our optional binders.
Printer
You could use a local print shop or print at home. There are multiple brands of printer in people’s homes and
so it is impossible for us to recommend which settings you use. We suggest you experiment with just a few
pages to start with (using black ink only to save on the coloured cartridges – this can easily be changed in your
printer settings). Printing is your responsibility and we cannot take any responsibility for any printing issues
arising. We have done our best to provide you with high quality print ready PDFs.
Loose-leaf Binders
We have sourced translucent binders to fit each of the 4 output sizes – but they are entirely optional – you
may already have a perfectly good binder. If you purchase a binder (they cost between £2.95 - £3.95) you will
also pay a further £3.95 for p&p. You will find the corresponding binder ‘Related Products’.
Thank you for supporting Dodo Pad during this difficult and unexpected time and if you need any help please
call us on 0345 053 1166 during UK business hours and we will do our best!

